Items Currently in the C4 Library: (1/3/2016)

Books, Price Lists & Manuscripts:


Adams, John W., United States Numismatic Literature Volume I; 19th Century Auction Catalogs, George Kolbe Publications, Mission Viejo CA, 1982 (2 copies)

Adams, John W., United States Numismatic Literature Volume II; 20th Century Auction Catalogs, George Kolbe Publications, Crestline CA, 1990 (2 copies)

Adams, John W., Dr. Fernando Chao & Anne E. Bentley, Metallic Portraits of Admiral Vernon, Kolbe & Fanning Numismatic Booksellers, Gahanna OH, 2010


American Numismatic Association, Counterfeit Detection, Reprinted from the Numismatist, ANA, Colorado Springs CO, 1983


Atkins, James, Evasions as Listed in The Tradesmen’s Tokens of the Eighteenth Century, Galata Pint Ltd, Llanfyllin Powys UK, 2004 (16 page listing)


Barnsley, Edward R., *The Annotated Hall -, A Descriptive List Of The Coppers Issued By Authority For The State Of Connecticut For The Year 1787 - Thomas Hall MD*, A Colonial Newsletter Foundation Iterative Research Working Document, Boston MA 1892 (60pages)


Betts, Wyllys C., *The Battle of Rhode Island -Admiral Howe Medal*, Horace Grant, Providence RI, 1936 (Extracts taken from AJN 10/1867 and Betts) (2 copies)


Bobbe, Jerry & Sharon, *18th Century British Tokens*, J & S Bobbe, Molalla OR, 1984 (Fixed Price List No.2)

Bonjour, Ray E., *Survey of the Rarest Vermons*, (Background, comments, plates) Supplement #1, C4 Newsletter April 2005 (23 pages) (2 copies)


Bowers and Ruddy Galleries, *Rare Coin Review No 19*, Los Angeles CA, January - February 1974

Bowers and Ruddy Galleries, *Rare Coin Review No 21*, Los Angeles CA, September - October 1974

Bowers and Ruddy Galleries, *Rare Coin Review No 24*, Los Angeles CA, Autumn 1975


British Museum Plates featuring British, Irish, Wood’s and Voce Populi Coins. B & W photos, actual size. (7 plates, 152 coins)


Calico, Xavier & Ferran, The <<ONZA>>- Main Book – The Gold Doubloon of Eight, Gabinete Numismatico Calico, Barcelona Spain, 1986 (Hardbound Copy) (In English & Spanish)

Calico, Xavier & Ferran Calico, La Onza, X & F Calico, Barcelona Spain, 2004 (In Spanish)

Carlotto, Tony, The Copper Coins of Vermont and Those Bearing the Vermont Name, Colonial Coin Collectors Club, New Jersey, 1998 (2 copies, one is autographed by Carlotto to Mike Ringo)

Carlotto, Tony, The Copper Coins of Vermont and Those Bearing the Vermont Name, (Delux edition with Photo Plates), Colonial Coin Collectors Club, New Jersey, 1998

Carlotto, Tony, Nova Constellatio – Variety Plates and Descriptions, November 2001 (12 pages)


Clarke, Herman Fredrick, John Hull A Builder Of The Bay Colony, A. W. Pollock & Co., Wolfeboro NH, 1993 (2 copies)


Early American Coppers, *An Introduction to the World of Early American Copper Coinage*, Early American Coppers Club, 1983


Evans, George G., *Illustrated History of the United States Mint*, George G. Evans, Philadelphia PA, 1885 (Contains; biographies, minting data & illustrations)


Gadoury, Victor & Georges Cousinie, *Monnaies Coloniales Francaises*, Numismate, Monte-Carlo Monaco, 1988 (Autographed by Gadoury to Mike Ringo) (in French)


Guttag Bros, *Coins of the Americas*, Guttag Bros, New York NY, 1924

Hall, Dr Thomas, *Copy of Manuscript; Dr Hall’s “Later Notes” on Connecticuts*, Boston, 1909, Unpublished Manuscript located at the State Museum of Connecticut History, Hartford Connecticut (223 pages)

Hall, Dr Thomas, *Copy of Manuscript; Covering All Varieties of the Connecticut Cents Minted by the State of Connecticut Between the Years 1785 and 1788*, State Library of Connecticut January 1919 (202 pages)

Hartford Numismatic Society, *Auctori Connec and Other Emissions*, The Hobby Press, Richardson TX, 1959


(Comment from Hodder to Mike Ringo on Cover)


Jones, Jim, *18th Century American Colonial Numismatics: Historical Context and Collecting Opportunities*, Copy of slides from J. Jones presentation at ANA, August 2008, Baltimore, MD (14 slides)


Jordan, Louis, *Folding Money*, Early American Life Magazine Volume XXXVIII No. 3, Shaker Heights OH, June 2007, Pages 10-21 (Good article on Colonial Currency with great photographs)


Kolbe, George Fredrick, *250 Key Works on Numismatics & Related Topics – Fixed Price List No. 47*, George F. Kolbe Crestline CA 2005


Lorenzo, John, *Photocopies used as work sheets for the 1st NJ Copper Symposium*, Wayne NJ, 20 April 1991 (100+ pages)

Low, Lyman H., *Premium List Prices Paid for All American Colonial and United States gold Silver and Copper Coins*, Lyman Low, New York NY, 1899 (Fourth Edition)


Martin, Sydney F., *Roger Siboni’s Beach Symposium VI*, Presentations by 30 attendees of the symposium held in Mantoloking NJ, September 11 2010


McLaughlin, Michael S., *Fugio Cent Dies Study*, Die State Study Manuscript with Photographs and descriptions (61 pages)


Mervis, Clyde D., *Cleaning Coins*, Reprinted from Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine, Hewitt Bros., Chicago IL


Moore, Roger A., *Roger Siboni’s Beach Coin Symposium*, Transcription of tapes, Plates and Photographs of the meeting 18 July 2004 in Mantoloking NJ

Moore, Roger A., *Roger Siboni’s Beach Coin Symposium*, Transcription of tapes, Plates and Photographs of the meeting 27 August 2005 in Mantoloking NJ

Moore, Roger A., *Roger Siboni’s Beach Coin Symposium*, Transcription of tapes, Plates and Photographs of the meeting 26 August 2006 in Mantoloking NJ


New Jersey Copper Symposium, *Binder of Material Presented at The Third NJ Copper Symposium, Held in conjunction with the First Annual C4 Convention – 20 October 1995*, (Includes Walter Breen’s 1955 Unpublished Manuscript on NJs as interpreted by Ray Williams, 135 pages) (2 Copies)

New Jersey Related Newspaper Extracts edited by A. Van Doren Honeyman, *Documents Relating to the Revolutionary History of the State of New Jersey – For the Year 1775*, The Unionist-Gazette Association, Somerville NJ, 1923


Noe, Sidney P. *The Silver Coinage of Massachusetts*, Quarterman Publications, Lawrence MA, 1973

Numismatic Bank, *Circular No. 19 1891*, Numismatic Bank, Boston MA, 1891 (4 page advertisement)

Orosz, Joel J., *The Eagle that is Forgotten*, Bowers & Merena, Wolfeboro NH, 1988 (Softbound Copy)


Packard, Michael, *The Massachusetts Cents of 1788*, Attribution Guide Manuscript with photographs, descriptions and rarity ratings (30 pages)

Packard, Michael, *The Massachusetts Half Cents of 1787 and 1788*, Attribution Guide Manuscript with photographs, descriptions and rarity ratings (17 pages)


Ponterio, Kent M., *The Coinage of Mexico Struck During the Reign of Charles and Johanna*, Presented at ANS Coinage of the American Colonies Conference 17 May 2003 (16 pages)


Raymond, Wayte, *The Early Medals of Washington 1776-1834*, Wayte Raymond, New York NY, 1941 (Coin Collector Series number four) (2 copies)

Raymond, Wayte, *Standard Premium List of Rare United States and Early American Coins*, Wayte Raymond, New York NY, 1933


Richardson, John M., *Copper Coins of Vermont*, American Numismatic Association, Colorado Springs CO, (Reprint from the Numismatist) (2 copies)

Rinaldo, Tom, Copy of *Copper Tomes #1 to #10*, With introduction by Ray Williams, November 2002 (69 pages)

Robinson, Frank S., *Confessions of a Numismatic Fanatic: How to get the most out of Coin Collecting*, Clio's Cabinet, Albany NY, 1992 (Autographed by Robinson to Mike Ringo)


Schettino, Clement V., *The Clement V. Schettino Collection of Machin’s Mills Halfpence*, Attributions, descriptions, rarity ratings and photographs (22 pages)

Schuman, Robert A. MD, *The True Hard Times Tokens*, Frisco TX, 2010


Shortt, Adam, *Canadian Currency Exchange and Finance During the French Period Vol I*, F.A. Acland, Ottawa Canada, 1925 (in French & English)

Shortt, Adam, *Canadian Currency Exchange and Finance During the French Period Vol II*, F.A. Acland, Ottawa Canada, 1925 (in French & English)

Shortt, Adam, *Documents Relating to the Canadian Currency, Exchange and Finance during the French Period*, Board of Historical Publications, Canadian Archives, Ottawa Canada, 1925 (Volume I, 577 pages) (in French & English)

Shortt, Adam, *Documents Relating to the Canadian Currency, Exchange and Finance during the French Period*, Board of Historical Publications, Canadian Archives, Ottawa Canada, 1925 (Volume II, pages 578 to 1127) (in French & English)

Siboni, Roger, *The First New Jersey Symposium*, A compilation of the proceedings of the symposium held 20-21 April 1991 with transcript, condition census, photos and plates (hardbound 131 plus pages)

Siboni, Roger, *NJ Copper Condition Census Version 1.0*, Preliminary copy with Plates, Information and Condition Census of 144 varieties of NJ Coppers


Smith, Bruce, *Connecticut Coppers*, Presentation at the C4 Convention 31 October 2014


Spiro, Dr Jacob N. *The Famous Collection of New Jersey Coins, Manuscript* of coin list and text as it appeared in the Schulman catalog. With notes from Ray Williams, Bill Anton, Bobby Martin and others. (25 pages)


Stacks, *The Connecticut State Copper Coinage 1785-1788 as Illustrated by the George C. Perkins Collection*, Stacks, New York NY, 2001 (Hardbound Copy w/additional charts & information)


Veach, William N., *The Generation Newsletter of The 1773 - Colonial Virginia Copper Halfpenny – Vol 1 Issue # 3*, W. N. Veach, Vienna VA, 10 November 1990


Welter, Gerhard, *Cleaning and Preservation of Coins and Medals*, Sanford Durst, New York NY, 1976 (Sanford Durst reprint) 2 copies


Widok, Rod, *Nova Constellatio – Variety Plates and Auction Appearances*, April 2003 (16 pages)


Williams, Ray, Randy Clark, *A Piece Of Numismatic History That Should Not Be Forgotten To The Ages*, 2 Copies Printed by Ray Williams, October 2010, Trenton
NJ – Hardbound Copy and Loose Page (Images of the exhibits at the 10-13 August ANA Convention)


**Newsletters:**

Colonial Newsletter: Issues #1 (Oct 1960) to Present available for loan  
   Note: Issues #1 through #126 are available on a searchable CD  
   (See Non –Print Media items below)

C4 Newsletter: (2 copies of all issues available for loan)

**Auction Catalogs:**

C4 Auctions  

*Second Annual C4 Convention Sale – The Scott Barnes Collection*, 12 October 1996, Pensauken NJ

*Third Annual C4 Convention Sale*, 8 November 1997, Boston MA

*Fourth Annual C4 Convention Sale*, 21 November 1998, Boston MA

*Fifth Annual C4 Convention Sale*, 6 November 1999, Boston MA

*Sixth Annual C4 Convention Sale – The Albany Collection of Machin Mills Coinage*, 18 November 2000, Boston MA
Seventh Annual C4 Convention Sale – The Bud Bibbins Collection of Vermont Coppers, 10 November 2001, Boston MA

Eighth Annual C4 Convention Sale – The Jesse Patrick Collection of Connecticut Coppers, 16 November 2002, Boston MA

Ninth Annual C4 Convention Sale – The John Griffee Collection of St. Patrick’s Farthings, 8 November 2003, Boston MA

Tenth Annual C4 Convention Sale – The Glen Ivey Collection of St. Patrick’s and New Jersey Coppers, 13 November 2004, Boston MA

Eleventh Annual C4 Convention Sale – Including the donated Fugio Cents of the Bud Bibbins Collection, 19 November 2005, Boston MA


Thirteenth Annual C4 Convention Sale – Featuring The Francis McGrath Collection, 1 December 2007, Boston MA

Fourteenth Annual C4 Convention Sale – Featuring The Bud Bibbons and Marc McDonald Collections, 15 November 2008, Boston MA

Fifteenth Annual C4 Convention Sale, 21 November 2009, Boston MA

Sixteenth Annual C4 Convention Sale – Featuring The Donn Pearlman and Thomas Wolf Connecticut Coppers Collections, 13 November 2010, Boston MA

Stacks Bowers, Baltimore Auction - Early American Coin Session, The C4 Convention Sale, 16 November 2012, Baltimore MD


Other Auctions, Full Catalog (Listed By Date)
Anderson Galleries Inc., American Colonial State and United States Coins of the late Allison W. Jackman, Catalogued by Henry Chapman, 28-29 June 1918, New York City NY (Hardbound copy)

New Netherlands Coin Co., Fortieth Catalog of Rare Coins Tokens Medals Paper Money including the Estate of Manley Kendall, 9 May 1953, New York NY

New Netherlands Coin Co., Forty-Third Catalog of Rare Coins Tokens Medals Currency including the United States Notes of the Willis O. Crosswhite Collection, 24 April 1954, New York NY

Associated Coin Auction Co, The Thos. P. Warfield Collection The M.C. Brown Collection, 28-29 October 1955, Jersey City NJ

Stacks, Dr Conway A. Bolt Collection of United States Gold Silver & Copper Coins and Paper Currency, 21-23 April 1966, New York, NY

Stacks, Dr Wilson S. Rise Collection and Other Important Consignments, 30 September – 1 October 1966, New York, NY


Mayflower Coin Auctions, Mr. C.H. Stearns Collection Of Colonial US And Canadian Coins, 2-3 December 1966, Boston MA


Lester Merkin, Public Auction Sale, 20 September 1967, New York NY

Lester Merkin, Public Auction Sale, 6-7 March 1968, New York NY

Lester Merkin, Public Auction Sale, 12 June 1968, New York NY

Lester Merkin, Public Auction Sale - Americana, 20 November 1968, New York NY

New Netherlands Coin Co, Auction Number 60 including Colonial Americana from Dr A.C. Black F.C.C. Boyd and Maj. A. Walter Estates, 3-4 December 1968, New York NY

Stacks, United States Gold Silver and Copper Coins, 31 January-1 February 1969, New York NY


Stacks, *United States Gold Silver and Copper Coins, 3-4 December 1971, New York NY*

Lester Merkin, *Public Auction Sale, 12 February 1972, New York NY*

New Netherlands Coin Co, *63rd Public Auction Sale, 18-19 April 1972, New York NY*

Hollinbeck Kagin *29th Mail Sale of Exceptional Numismatic Material, 11 September 1972, Des Moines IA*

Lester Merkin, *Public Auction Sale, 6-7 October 1972, New York NY*


Lester Merkin, *Public Auction Sale, 31 October 1973, New York NY*

American Auction Association, *The Matt Rothert Collection, 16-17 November 1973, Hollywood CA*

Superior Stamp and Coin Co, *The Dr Charles L Ruby Collection Part I, 11-13 February 1974, Los Angeles CA*


Lester Merkin, *Public Auction Sale, 11 September 1974, New York NY*


Bowers & Ruddy, *The Julius Turoff Collection*, 1-2 October 1976, Western States Convention, Los Angeles CA

Stacks, *The Donald S. Fleischer Collection of Colonial Coins*, 7-8 September 1979, New York NY


Bowers & Merena, *The Collection of David W. Dreyfuss (Hardbound, Medals including Indian Peace Medals)*, 12 April 1986, New York NY


Bowers & Merena, *The Baron Von Stetten – Buchenbach and Harvey E. Smith Collections*, 10-12 November 1986, New York NY

Bowers & Merena, *The Frederick B. Taylor Collection*, 26-28 March 1987, Wolfeboro NH with PRL (3 copies, one is Mike Ringo’s personal copy with annotations and comments)


(Bound Copy of 4 Auctions of 1990)


(Bound Copy of 4 Auctions of 1991)


(Bound Copy of 4 Auctions of 1992)


Early American Numismatics, *Historic American Coins Currency & Printed Americana*, 21 March 1992, La Jolla CA


Early American Numismatic Auctions, *A Collector’s Dream*, 29 August 1992, LaJolla CA


Stacks, *Featuring Selections from the Collections of Dr Alfred Globus Ellis Randals Alfred Samuel Binder and the Ford Family Trust*, 8-10 June 1994, New York NY


Early American Numismatics, Mail Bid Sale - Autographs Coins Currency Maps Americana, 16 September 1995, La Jolla CA


Spink / Christie’s, *The Byron Reed Collection of Important American Coins and Manuscripts*, 8-9 October 1996, New York NY (Hardbound copy) (2 copies)


Whyte’s International Auctioneers, *The Terenure Collection of Irish Coins and Tokens*, 20 February 1998, Dublin Ireland

Stacks, *United States Gold Silver and Copper Coins Featuring The Reed Hawn Collection of Massachusetts Silver and Americana*, 5-6 May 1998, New York NY


Whytes International Auctioners, *The Millennial Collection*, 29 April 2000, Dublin Ireland (Irish coins plus St. Patricks, Wood’s and Voce Populi) with PRL


Davissons Ltd, *Auction Nineteen Exceptional Unusual important Coins Tokens Medals*, 1 May 2003, Cold Spring MN


Sotheby’s, *The Collection of Mr & Mrs Walter M. Jeffords – Early American Silver (silver plate, silverware, etc) Vol III*, 29 October 2004, New York NY with PRL


Southern & Confederate Notes, Confederate Cents, Georgia Notes), 26 May 2005, New York NY (2 Copies)

(Obsolete Currency Proof, Odd Denomination, Postage Payable, Satirical & Sutler notes, Southern & Confederate Notes, Confederate Cents, Georgia Notes), 26 May 2005, New York NY (hard bound copy)

(US Fractional Currency: Regular Issues, Specimen Notes, Proofs & Essays, Related Ephemera), 13 June 2005, New York NY (2 Copies)

(US Fractional Currency: Regular Issues, Specimen Notes, Proofs & Essays, Related Ephemera), 13 June 2005, New York NY (hard bound copy)


Baldwin’s Auctions, #42 The William C Boyd Collection, 26 September 2005, London GB

Simmons Gallery, Mailbid 35 – The Harry Chambers Collection of Tokens Checks and Passes, (British Tokens 17th -20th Century, Regal Evasions and Unofficial Farthings, Public House and Coffee Tavern Checks, Advertising Tokens and more), 4 October 2005, London UK (2 copies)


Heritage, The Jules Reiver Collection Volume 1, 24-28 January 2006, Dallas TX

London Coins, The Dublin Coin Auction, 17 February 2006, Dublin Ireland

Spink & Son, Lucien LaRiviere Collection of Irish coins and Medals, 22 February 2006, London GB

Stacks, The DR. Alfred R. Globus Collection of World Coins, 7 March 2006, New York NY

Ponterio, C.I.C.F. ’06, 31 March & 1 April 2006, Rosemount IL


London Coins, The Andrew Wayne Collection Of English Milled Coinage, 3-4 June 2006, Kent UK

Ponterio, Anaheim Coin & Collectibles Expo Sale, 8 September 2006


North America, The United States of America), 17 October 2006, New York NY (hard bound copy)

Ponterio, N.Y.I.N.C. '07, 12 -13 January 2007, New York NY


Stacks, The Henry Leon Sales, 22 May 2007, New York NY


Ponterio, *Sale #144*, 6 November 2007, San Diego CA

Stacks, *The Amherst & Waccabuc Collections*, 13-14 November 2007, Baltimore MD (2 copies)


Ponterio, *C.I.C.F. ’08*, 25 – 26 April 2008 Sale # 146, Rosemount IL


Stacks, *Entlich, White Oak, Gross and St Andre Collections*, 23-25 March 2009, Baltimore MD

Ponterio, *C.I.C.F. ’09*, 24-25 April 2009 Sale # 149, Rosemount IL


Coin Galleries, *Selections from the Estate of Louis E. Eliasberg Jr and other important properties.*, 28 April 2010, New York NY


Stacks, *75th Anniversary Sale – Featuring the Roy Bonjour Collection of Vermont COPPERS*, 2-3 November 2010, Baltimore MD


Daniel Frank Sedwick, *Treasure and World Coin Auction 9*, 26-28 April 2011, Winter Park FL


Daniel Frank Sedwick, *Treasure and World Coin Auction 10*, 25-26 October 2011, Winter Park FL


Daniel Frank Sedwick, *Treasure and World Coin Auction 11*, 10-11 April 2012, Winter Park FL


Stacks Bowers, John J. Ford Jr. Collection of Coins, Medals and Currency Part XXIII (Tokens of Canada, Medals of Lafayette and Benjamin Franklin, Countermarks, Early American Tokens and other), 14-16 August 2013, Chicago IL


Daniel Frank Sedwick, *Treasure and World Coin Auction 16*, 6 November 2014, Orlando FL


Daniel Frank Sedwick, *Treasure and World & US Coin Auction 18*, 29 October 2015, Orlando FL


************************************************************************
Other Auctions ** Colonial Section Only – other contents removed**
(Listed by Date)

Bowers & Ruddy Galleries, *The Dr. Curtis R. Paxman Collection*, 4-6 November 1974, Los Angeles CA


Kagin’s, *American Numismatic Association Auction*, 16-20 August 1983, San Diego CA


Mid America Rare Coin Auctions, *The Capitol City Sale*, 15-16 February 1985, New Carrollton MD


Kagin’s, *The Baltimore Sale featuring the Julian Leidman Collection of MD Currency*, 16-17 August 1985, Pikeville MD


Downie-Lepczyk Auctions, *Auction #74, Collectors Sale, United States Gold, Silver and Copper Coins*, 11 April 1987, Lansing MI

Mid America, *The 1987 GNA Sale – Featuring the Lafayette and Butterfield Collections*, 22-23 May 1987, Atlanta GA


Superior, *The H. W. Blevins Estate & The George Bodway Collections*, 5-7 June 1988, Beverly Hills CA


Mid America, *The 1988 Peach State Sale*, 2-3 September 1988, Atlanta GA


Heritage, *The Fall Long Beach Sale*, 29 September-1 October 1988, Long Beach CA


Mid America, *The 1990 FUN Sale*, 5-6 January 1990, Tampa FL


Stacks, *United States Gold, Silver and Copper Coins*, 2-4 May 1990, New York NY


Kingswood Galleries, *The Dartmouth Sale*, 20 February 1991, Mail Auction


Early American Numismatic Auctions, *Orlando 92*, 9 August 1992, Orlando FL


Bowers and Merena, *The John A. Van Arsdall MD and the Antelope Valley Silver Dollar Collections*, 7-8 January 1993, Orlando FL


Early American Numismatic Auctions, *Early American History*, 26 June 1993, Lajolla CA


Harmer Rooke, *The Ben Bengal Collections of United States and Foreign Coins*, 4 August 1993, New York NY


Early American Numismatic Auctions, *Coins Currency Autographs Americana*, 16 November 1996, Lajolla CA


Stacks, *The McGreevy Family and Bruce Ronnie Lawrence Collections*, 6 May 1997 New York NY

Spink America, *Colonial and United States Coinage and Medals formerly the stock of Burdette G. Johnson*, 3 June 1997, New York NY


Bowers and Merena, *The Rarities Sale*, 5-6 January 1999, Orlando FL


Bowers and Merena, *The Collections of Emil Voight Sr & Dr Wallace Lee*, 18-20 March 1999, Baltimore MD


Superior Galleries, *The Pre Long Beach Sale featuring the Hudson River Valley Collection*, 1-3 October 2000, Beverly Hills CA


Stacks, *65th Anniversary Sale United States Gold Silver and Copper Coins*, 17-19 October 2000, New York NY


Superior Galleries, *The Pre Long Beach Sale highlights from the collections of C. Douglas Smith & Dr Robert A. Schuman*, 18-19 February 2002, Beverly Hills CA


Scotsman Auction Co., *The Collector’s Auction*, 17-19 October 2002, St. Louis MO


Superior Galleries, *Elite Coin Auction*, 6 January 2003, Orlando FL


Superior Galleries, *The Dr Wallace Lee & C. Douglas Smith Collections*, 25 May 2003, Beverly Hills CA

Stacks, *United States Silver and Copper Coins US Paper Money Featuring The Eastern Collection and Selections from The Dr Albert Globus Collection*, 13 May 2003, New York NY


Superior Galleries, *Pre Long Beach Elite Coin Auction*, 14-16 September 2003, Beverly Hills CA

Stacks, *The Estate of Richard Hillman and Reed Hawn Collections*, 16 October 2003, New York NY


Bowers & Merena, *The Dr Robert W. Swan & Rod Sweet Collections*, 11-12 March 2004, Baltimore MD


Superior Galleries, *Pre Long Beach Elite Coin Auction*, 30 May-1 June 2004, Beverly Hills CA


Superior Galleries, *Pittsburgh 2004 Elite Coin Auction*, 16 August 2004, Pittsburgh PA


Stacks, *United States Gold Silver and Copper Coins and united States Paper money Featuring Selections from The Collections of William E. Simon, Werner*
Amelingmeier, George H. Blake, Dr Alfred R. Globus and Sample Pittman, 13-14 June 2005, New York NY


American Numismatic Rarities, *The Old Colony Collection*, 6-7 December 2005, Baltimore MD


Early American History Auctions, *Mail Bid & Internet Auction – Autographs Coins Currency Americana*, 11 February 2006, Rancho Santa Fe CA


Early American History Auctions, *Mail Bid & Internet Auction – Autographs Coins Currency Americana*, 22 April 2006, Rancho Santa Fe CA


Early American History Auctions, *Mail Bid & Internet Auction – Autographs Coins Currency Americana*, 10 June 2006, Rancho Santa Fe CA


American Numismatic Rarities, *The Old West and Franklinton Collections*, 11 August 2006, Denver CO


Stacks, *The Norweb Collection and Other Important Properties*, 7-8 November 2006, Baltimore MD

Early American History Auctions, *Mail Bid & Internet Auction – Autographs Coins Currency Americana*, 9 December 2006, Rancho Santa Fe CA


Stacks, *The Orlando Sale*, 2 January 2007, Orlando FL

Early American History Auctions, *Mail Bid & Internet Auction – Autographs Coins Currency Americana*, 10 February 2007, Rancho Santa Fe CA


Early American History Auctions, *Special Edition - Mail Bid & Internet Auction – Autographs Coins Currency Americana*, 10 June 2007, Rancho Santa Fe CA

Stacks, *The Dr Tory Preterea Collection and Other Important Properties*, 20-21 June 2007, Rosemont IL

Coin Galleries, *Ancient and Modern Coins of the World and the United States Medals Tokens and Orders and Decorations*, (Includes the Mike Ringo set of Counterfeit Two Reales), 18 July 2007, New York NY

Stacks, *The J A Sherman Collection – Rare Coins & Minerals*, 5 August 2007, Milwaukee WI


Stacks, *The Vincent Collection*, 10 July 2008, Schaumburg IL


Stacks, *The Orlando Sale*, 5 January 2009, Orlando FL

Early American History Auctions, *Autographs Coins Currency Americana*, 14 February 2009, Rancho Santa Fe CA


Stacks, *The Saint Ludovico and Firth of Clyde Collections*, 22-23 April 2009, Rosemont IL


Stacks, *The Treasures from the SS New York*, 30 July 2009, Los Angeles CA


Early American History Auctions, *Mail Bid & Internet Auction – Autographs Coins Currency Americana*, 5 December 2009, Rancho Santa Fe CA


Stacks Bowers, *The August 2013 ANA/PNG Pre-Show Auction*, 11 August 2013, Rosemount IL


**Non-Print Media:**

C4 Convention Photos for the 2005, 2006 and 2007 conventions, Taken by Syd Martin and Neil Rothschild, CD

C4 Convention Photos for the 2005 convention, Compiled and some taken by Syd Martin, CD

C4 Convention Photos for the 2007 convention, Taken by Syd Martin, CD

Boston Mint Plaque dedication and ANS dinner photos, 13 January 2009, CD
Siboni Picnic Photos, September 2010, Taken by Neil Rothschild, CD

McLaughlin, Michael S., *Fugio Cent Dies Study*, Die State Study Manuscript with Photographs and Descriptions (on CD)


CNL, *Colonial Newsletter Issues 1 through 103*, The Colonial Newsletter Foundation, (CD with Searchable Cumulative Index)

CNL, *Colonial Newsletter Issues 104 through 126*, The American Numismatic Society (CD with Searchable Cumulative Index)

DVD, *John Adams – HBO Mini Series*, 7 Chapters on 3 DVDs (approx 7.5 hours), Based on a story by David McCullough

DVD, Williams, Ray, *Collecting State Copper Coinage*, Whitman Coin & Collectibles Exposition, 2012 (2 Copies)


VHS Tape: *Collecting Colonial Coins*, Mary Sauvain, 1994 Long Beach Expo Educational Seminar

VHS Tape: *Money – History In Your Hands*, James Earl Jones, 1995 ANA / PNG Production


VHS Tape: *Collecting Colonials – Dan Freidus, Grading Colonials – Bobby Martin*, Educational Forum 1997 Third Annual C4 Convention

VHS Tape: *New Jersey Symposium*, Educational Forum 1997 Third Annual C4 Convention

VHS Tape: *Machin Mills, Vermont, Massachusetts Silver, Massachusetts Copper, Connecticut*, Educational Forum 1997 Third Annual C4 Convention

VHS Tape:  *Mott Token – The Final Chapter – John Lorenzo, ANA Numismatic Theater* – 1 August 2002 (with handouts)

VHS Tape:  *NJ Copper Symposium, John Hull and the US Mint, Categorization of Counterfeit British & Irish 1/2D and 1/4D, Specific Gravity Measurements, Overview of Early Coinage*, Educational Forum 2002 Eighth Annual C4 Convention

VHS Tape:  *NJ Copper Symposium, “Colonial Man – Don Kagin”, British and Irish Counterfeits of George II and III, Mint Errors on Colonial Coins, A Discourse on Massachusetts Half Cents*, Educational Forum 2004 Tenth Annual C4 Convention (2 volumes on 2 tapes)

**Miscellaneous:**

Bylaws of the Colonial Coin Collector’s Club, November 2001 (9 pages)

Convention Booklet for the 9Th Annual C4 Convention, 6-9 November 2003, Boston, Includes; schedule of events, bourse floor plan, president’s message and exhibit summaries

Convention Booklet for the 10Th Annual C4 Convention, 11-14 November 2004, Boston, Includes; schedule of events, bourse floor plan, president’s message and exhibit summaries

Convention Booklet for the 11Th Annual C4 Convention, 17-20 November 2005, Boston, Includes; schedule of events, bourse floor plan, president’s message and exhibit summaries

Convention Booklet for the 12Th Annual C4 Convention, 1-3 December 2006, Boston, Includes; schedule of events, bourse floor plan, president’s message and exhibit list

Convention Booklet for the 13Th Annual C4 Convention, 29 November-2 December 2007, Boston, Includes; schedule of events, bourse floor plan, president’s message and exhibit list

Convention Booklet for the 14Th Annual C4 Convention, 13 - 16 November 2008, Boston, Includes; schedule of events, bourse floor plan, president’s message and exhibit list

Convention Booklet for the 15Th Annual C4 Convention, 19 - 22 November 2009, Boston, Includes; schedule of events, bourse floor plan, president’s message and exhibit list
Convention Booklet for the 16th Annual C4 Convention, 11 - 14 November 2010, Boston, Includes; schedule of events, bourse floor plan, president’s message and exhibit list

Convention Booklet for the 17th Annual C4 Convention, 10 - 13 November 2011, Boston, Includes; schedule of events, bourse floor plan, president’s message, Donated Lots and exhibit list

Convention Booklet for the 18th Annual C4 Convention, 15 - 18 November 2012, Baltimore, Includes; President’s Message, schedule of events and other useful convention information

Convention Booklet for the 19th Annual C4 Convention, 15 - 18 November 2012, Baltimore, Includes; President’s Message, schedule of events and other useful convention information

Convention Booklet for the 20th Annual C4 Convention, 30 October - 2 November 2014, Baltimore, Includes; President’s Message, schedule of events and other useful convention information

Convention Booklet for the 21st Annual C4 Convention, 5-8 November 2015, Baltimore, Includes; President’s Message, schedule of events and other useful convention information

Maris-Photo-Plate-I of the original plate sold at the Spiro auction. This is a large color photograph of the plate approximately 22”H X 25”W. It contains pictures of 140 coins and is framed and suitable for display or study.

Memorial Celebration Booklet for Rob Ray Retz, 20 May 2004, Includes information on the memorial service and a brief biography of Rob Retz.

New England and Willow Tree Shilling Color Posters, 18”H x 12”W, Heavy cardboard, Commissioned by the anonymous owner of the only known complete set of 6 NE and 6 Willow Tree Shilling Varieties

Oak and Pine Tree Coinage Color Poster, 24”H x 20”W, Cardboard, With Noe Variety Numbers, Commissioned by the New England Shilling Society and Pilgrim Club, Brightwaters, NY

Plimoth Rock Color Poster, 12”H x 18”W, Heavy cardboard, Commissioned by the New England Shilling Society and Pilgrim Club, Brightwaters, NY